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A tale of two feathers
An interview to D. Grahame Shane sually, when journalists or writers make a frame for a well-known and relevant person in the context of contemporary culture, they cast him with the best comparative peers, to calibrate his significance. A sharp reader can remember how, in one of the many compilation books on his interviews, the prologist compares Foucault with Diogenes, to argue that the utility of philosophy was, for the great doxograph, to be prepared and prepare to every eventuality. As the Greek supports, so the French maintains, we could say. And, in the wild encounter after the comparison, there are no words to express the admiration for the audacity, for the focused person who finally acquired new wings to fly higher. In this way, interrogated himself in the retirement tribute lecture after five decades teaching, Colin Rowe used masterfully a Giambattista Tiepolo's picture with tumbled angels out from the frame to express his vertigo towards the heights (trying to climb to the great knowledge) inducing him to fall, as a Modern Icarus. Joan Ockman was the one who told us the story, now history, and in addition to more peers, as James Stirling, Alvin Boyarsky, Fred Koetter and many others.
Brueghel, the Elder, fascinated his contemporaries with an earlier but also impressive picture in which you can see peasants attending their normal duties, ploughing, fishing, sailing to a safe port. In it, an oversized sun in the background places limits to the composition, but also to the human ambition.
The captivated people saw themselves epitomized instead of the divinity or other higher iconography. imagery, from hand drawn perspectives to virtual rendering machines and immersive headsets.
Instead of well taught history classes, vast memory banks of images to search and collage in the metacity. It is difficult now to predict how education should or will change. How can we know how the profession will change and who its customers will be? Perhaps, as you proposed at the start the profession will plop down like Icarus into the sea unnoticed with our uncertain climatic future in the reduced canvas of the future city? Will only two feathers and legs remain as traces?
